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04-0308-010) and an issue Alert issued by the Service on July 
15, 2009. However, the Directive suggests two new avenues 
for agents to explore in examining the DRD issue. First, it 
states that agents should examine multi-year comparisons 
of the DRD computation and determine if the company has 
changed its method for calculating the DRD. The Directive in-
structs that, if over several years there is a significantly higher 
company’s share of net investment income, an information 
document request should be issued asking for the reasons for 
the change, as well as for a comprehensive explanation of the 
company’s method of computing the DRD before and after 
the change, together with detailed computations on a separate 
account basis. Second, the Directive states that agents should 
review the computations and determine whether the facts 
represented in the life insurance company’s computation 
methodology are consistent with the company’s reporting for 
financial and state law purposes. It states that agents should 
issue an information document request for the company’s 
original application for separate account treatment submitted 
to the state insurance department to verify that the company’s 
treatment of the separate account is consistent with the defini-
tion under state law.

It is not clear what issues the Directive has in mind in suggest-
ing these new inquiries. Although the change-in-methodolo-
gy inquiry does sound as though some in LMSB think there are 
accounting method change issues to be explored in the DRD 
computation, IRS representatives at the FBA Insurance Tax 
Seminar last June indicated otherwise. But, then, to what kind 
of change issues are agents being directed? Does the inquiry 
regarding the financial and state reporting for separate ac-
counts mean that there is a concern that companies are treating 
assets as segregated in variable contract separate accounts for 
tax purposes that are not so segregated for state law purposes? 
Or, are the new inquiries just an attempt to encourage agents to 
examine whether a company is correctly applying the formula 
of the Regulation for calculating required interest for separate 
account reserves for variable contracts? The TAMs cited in 
the Directive address some of the issues for application of the 
Regulation formula in the context of current law, but perhaps 
not all.

Like the IDD and Alert that it supercedes, the May 20 
Directive states that the DRD issue of life insurance compa-
nies is not a mandatory examination item but, if the agent’s 
Risk Analysis indicates that the issue is material, it should be 
developed. It also continues to encourage agents to communi-
cate and collaborate with IRS Local Counsel, as well as LMSB 
life insurance actuaries.

IRS	ACTUARIES	RAISING	NEW	ISSUES	ON		
AG	34	TAx	RESERVES
By Peter H. Winslow

With the assistance of Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) 
actuaries, IRS agents are routinely raising a new issue for tax 
reserves held under variable annuity (“VA”) contracts that 
provide guaranteed minimum death benefits (“GMDB”). 
Prior to being superceded by Actuarial Guideline XLIII 
(“AG 43”) effective Dec. 31, 2009, statutory reserves for VA 
contracts with GMDB were required to be computed under 
Actuarial Guideline XXXIV “Variable Annuity Minimum 
Guaranteed Death Benefit Reserves” (“AG 34”). Under 
Notice 2010-29,1 AG 34 will continue to apply as the tax 
reserve method for most contracts issued prior to Dec. 31, 
2009, because it is the applicable interpretation of CARVM 
prescribed by the NAIC in effect on the date of the issuance 
of the contract.2

AG 34 requires the calculation of an Integrated Reserve that 
combines GMDB with other contract benefits under various 
benefit streams. These benefit streams take into account an 
assumption that account values will grow by “a return based 
on the valuation rate less appropriate asset based charges.” 
Life insurance companies generally have recomputed their 
AG 34 tax reserves by starting with statutory AG 34 reserves 
and substituting the discount rate prescribed in section 807(d)
(4) (generally the applicable federal interest rate or “AFIR”). 
Then, a conforming adjustment is made to the account value 
projection rate to comply with the CARVM requirements 
specified in AG 34. The audit adjustment currently being 
proposed by IRS actuaries is to eliminate the tax reserve ad-
justment for the projection rate and require the rate to remain 
at the statutory valuation rate less asset based charges. No 
adjustment is proposed by the IRS agents to the AFIR discount 
rate used for tax reserves. IRS agents have offered the follow-
ing arguments to support the position that tax reserves should 
use the statutory rate for the earnings assumption while at the 
same time using the AFIR discount rate:

1.  The reference in AG 34 is to the statutory valuation rate, 
not to the valuation rate prescribed for tax reserves;

2.  The projected future benefits assumed in computing 
tax reserves should never exceed the future benefits as-
sumed in statutory reserves;
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tax reserves for annuity contracts. To the extent that leads to 
tax reserves greater than statutory reserves, they are capped. 
Thus, Congress contemplated that a tax-reserves-greater-
than-statutory-reserves situation could occur and that the tax 
deduction should be limited accordingly. Further, projected 
benefits on fixed annuities generally are the same for tax and 
statutory reserves because the forward earnings rate is guar-
anteed by contract. The same is not true for variable contracts. 
Unlike fixed contracts—in the case of variable contracts the 
forward earnings rate is not guaranteed—the future benefits 
reflect the market value and investment return on the underly-
ing assets, less expenses. AG 34 requires consistency in re-
serve assumptions between the discount rate and the forward 
earnings rate for the Integrated Reserve. 

It will be interesting to see how this new proposed IRS agent 
position plays itself out as tax return audits mature and the 
issue goes to IRS Appeals. 3

3.  An adjustment to the earnings rate is inconsistent with 
how tax reserves are computed for fixed annuities where 
no tax adjustment is made to the statutory earnings rate;

4.  The interest rate adjustment required for tax reserves is 
intended to apply only to the discount rate, not for other 
interest rate assumptions; and

5.  Congress could not have intended that tax reserves, 
as recomputed under section 807(d), exceed statutory 
reserves, which would be the case mathematically if the 
projection rate is adjusted to conform with the AFIR.

Strong counterarguments could challenge each of these 
points. This is a tax reserve method issue, not solely a discount 
rate issue. By its terms, AG 34 specifies that the forward-rate 
earnings assumption on account values must be based on 
the valuation rate (i.e., the discount rate for reserves). Once 
the valuation rate for tax reserves is adjusted to comply with 
section 807(d)(2), AG 34 mandates that the forward-rate 
earnings assumption be conformed to the same valuation 
rate. Otherwise, there would be an impermissible mismatch 
in earnings and discount-rate assumptions that violates AG 
34. Moreover, Congress prescribed the use of CARVM for 
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1   2010-15 I.R.B. 547.
2   See I.R.C. § 807(d)(3)(B).

SOA	Annual	Meeting
Taxation	Section	Hot	Breakfast
Session	54
7-8:15	a.m.,	Tuesday,	Oct.	19,	2010

Please	join	the	Taxation	Section	for	a	hot	breakfast.	We	will	discuss	results	from	our	section’s	
surveys	on	company	tax	actuaries	and	tax	reserves	modeling,	as	well	as	activities	from	the	
past	year.	

This	breakfast	is	open	to	all	meeting	attendees.	There	is	a	nonrefundable	fee	of	$10	for	
Taxation	Section	members	and	$25	for	all	others.	Please	include	the	additional	fee	with	your	
Annual	Meeting	registration.


